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TT No.179: Andrew Gallon - Sat 17th March 2007; Swaffham Town v Ely City; 

Eastern Counties League Division One; Res: 1-2; Att: 143; Admission: £3.50 (incl. 

32pp programme); FGIF Match Rating: 4*. 

They do things differently off the beaten track. I stroll into Swaffham's busy 

market place just in time to witness the start of a bizarre outdoor street auction. 

The early lots include an antique computer printer (sells for a quid), a filthy 

strimmer (only just makes its reserve price of a tenner) and a box of Julie Andrews 

LPs (no takers). The voluble auctioneer, whose every move and impenetrable 

syllable are scrutinised by a pack of ruddy-faced, thick-set, bull-necked men in 

farming garb, builds steadily towards his coup de grace - a battered Vauxhall 

306XL, looking good only for a future in banger racing. It goes - eventually - for a 

touch over £100 but, judging from the amount of junk littering the pavement, this 

fringe theatre has hours to run.  

Swaffham on a Saturday lunchtime, then, is not short of either atmosphere or 

colour. Its late Georgian town houses, dating from a forgotten era when this 

Norfolk backwater was a fashionable meeting place, provide a stylish, dignified 

backdrop as bargain hunters scramble for cheap chickens, pork chops by the dozen 

and family meat pies the size of satellite dishes. No wonder local hero Nelson fled 

to sea.  Not for the first time in my life, I feel as though I'm a visitor from another 

civilisation. Time to seek out the sanctuary and familiarity of the football ground, 

accessed via the narrow, rutted Shoemakers Lane and surrounded by fields - an 

oasis of calm on the western edge of town, five minutes' walk from the hullabaloo 

of market day.  

It's a big game today: Swaffham (top) versus Ely (second); both clubs looking to 

maintain front seats in the championship and promotion races. Through the small 

car park (which fills quickly because the reserves are also at home) and round the 

side of the brick-built social club and dressing room complex, I enter through a 

narrow gate. Two things strike the first-time visitor immediately: the steep slope 

of the pitch towards the far goal and the curious water tower, akin to a giant golf 

tee, beyond.  

The social club is smart and welcoming, with Man U and Bolton (yawn) on the box 

and an impressive collection of pennants on the walls. Luther Blissett, at the fag-

end of his career when he played in this league, features in a couple of snidely-

captioned photos. A wide area of grass, with portable railings forming a makeshift 

tunnel, leads to the back of the stand behind the near goal. It's a modern 

cantilever, sheltering a couple of steps of terracing. Space is at a premium at this 

compact venue (one Swaffham are looking to leave after 47 years) and the nets are 

hard up against the white post-and-rail barrier surrounding the pitch. To the left, a 

thick band of mature firs runs along the touchline, providing a windbreak and a 

sense of enclosure. Halfway up (literally; the difference in height between the two 

crossbars must be 10 feet), another modern stand, about 20 yards long, covers two 



rows of red tip-up seats. It is set back slightly from the narrow hardstanding. From 

here, the spire of the handsome church just off the market place peeps above the 

foliage. I can almost hear the auctioneer. On the opposite side are two brick 

dugouts and, delightfully, a tiny stand hewn out of the boundary fence and backing 

on to the pavilion of the adjacent cricket ground. There is room for a single line of 

maybe 15 people. 'Welcome to The Shed', says a sign on the rear wall. The top 

end, overlooked by the 'golf tee', is the least developed area. A hummocky strip of 

grass leads to an unruly tangle of shrubs. The floodlights are the mast variety, with 

two large lamps mounted on each pole, three per side. As a ground, it's tight and 

interesting - which is just how the game turns out.  

Swaffham play against the terrain in the first half and start well, with Aaran 

Butcher just too high with a clever lob from 35 yards and Ben Hammond forcing a 

good save from Tim Catley. But Ely, six points behind the Pedlars before kick-off, 

dominate the rest of the half without managing a breakthrough. The visitors over-

elaborate on a day when a hard surface and stiff wind suggests simplicity would be 

a more successful strategy. Swaffham go ahead four minutes after the break when 

Gavin Norman - looking yards offside - taps in from close range. Ely are furious 

with the po-faced linesman but recover their composure and equalise in the 71st 

minute, Nick Impey crashing a tremendous 16-yard volley into the top corner as 

Swaffham fail to clear their lines. A draw seems inevitable but the Robins keep 

pressing upgrade and, when 

Impey helps on a long throw from Ashley Chatteris in stoppage time, Anthony 

Reeve turns the ball into his own net to leave the title battle wide open. Ely know 

it and are ecstatic. Swaffham know it and are distraught. Reeve appears 

inconsolable. Could he feel any worse? Well, he might get home to discover his 

wife has, on impulse, bought a box of Julie Andrews LPs... 
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